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Mid July, 2008
Seven Devils Lake - Riggins, ID
Cutthroat
Did not see any fish in the lake

Time
Weather
Size Range

The scramble to overlook Mirror and Sheep Lakes was phenomenal!

My family couldn’t wait to go camping again. We had already camped at Silver Creek
Plunge near Crouch, ID earlier in the month and were ready for more. My girls love
camping. We decided to travel 3.5 hours to Seven Devils Campground bordering the
Hells Canyon Wilderness. It is about 17 miles on a moderate dirt road west of Riggins.
I had plans to take the girls fishing at Seven Devils Lake, hike to Heavens Gate Lookout
and for me, scramble to a view of Sheep Lake and a few peaks that make up the Seven
Devils. Unfortunately, I don’t think there were fish in Seven Devils Lake unless they all
spent time on the bottom. There was never a rise and I circled the lake several times
scanning for fish.

Seven Devils campground has seven sites with toilet facilities but no water. It has a feel
of being in the wilderness. There is a trailhead nearby that makes a 25-30 mile loop
around the Seven Devils peaks and into 20 - 30 lakes. I have plans to do a week hike with
my brothers in this area. I started a two mile scramble from the southwest end of the
campground on a faint trail up and over a few ridges to inspiring views of the area.
Mirror Lake nestled below the Tower of Babel (9268’)

Sheep Lake below He Devil (9393’) and She Devil (9280’) peaks

Two miles down the ridge by road is Heavens Gate Lookout at 8,429’. With any easy 350
yard climb you have excellent views of Hells Canyon and the Seven Devils. You can see
four states: Idaho, Oregon, Washington and Montana. You can also see a few other
lookouts to the west including Dry Diggins Lookout on the Idaho side and Hat Point
Lookout on the Oregon side on the opposite rim of Hells Canyon.
There was a lady at the lookout that showed us how they triangulated the position of a
fire by having several lookouts. I found it interesting with my background doing GIS. She
also mentioned she had a lot of visitors from oversees which I found odd. I don’t think
many Idahoans are familiar with the area.
Part of the area had burned last year but the wildfires were prolific in the area. Everything
was green except for the black tree trunks still standing. It is a very neat place to camp
and explore.

Heavens Gate Lookout

Views south to the Seven Devils Peaks in the Hells Canyon Wilderness

Above: View to the north

Below: Views to the northwest of Hells Canyon

A view of the sunset from Heavens Gate Lookout

On the way home we stopped for lunch at the Rapid River fish hatchery in Riggins to
view the return of adult Chinook Salmon. The banks were lined shoulder to shoulder with
fishermen a few weeks prior during the fishing season.
We then decided to drive home the back way. We followed the Salmon River upriver to
French Creek. I showed my family where I had been rafting with the scouts a few weeks
previous. I also showed them where our raft was turned upside down and showed them
the rapid that I floated down in my life vest. The river was much higher when I rafted.
At French Creek we drove on a steep windy road out of the canyon and over into McCall.
It offered some great views looking straight down to the river below. Along the way we
stopped at Burgdorf Hot Springs. It was to hot to stop and swim during the day but it
would be a nice place to take the family in the evening.
We also stopped and took a short hike to Josephine Lake to see if we could catch a fish
on this trip. No luck fishing due to the wind but it was a beautiful hike for the family. The
three mile rough road in was the greatest challenge. Our last stop was a swim in Payette
Lake in McCall. It topped off a great weekend adventure exploring Idaho’s back roads.

Rafters on the Salmon River near Riggins

Burgdorf Hot Springs

Josephine Lake

